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Customize

your embroidery business
Design apparel decorations with EmbroideryStudio e4 Designing or Decorating. Take your
embroidery further. Carefully crafted features designed to widen imaginations, boost effiecieny and
expand your business. Choose from the full set of add-on Elements to suit your professional needs.

Creativity

Specialty

Productivity

Creativity

Specialty

Productivity

Give your designs
a creative edge with
additional artistic
stitching features.

Create designs
for specialty
machine types.

Improve efficiency.
Get the job
done faster and
more accurately.

Give your designs a
creative edge with
additional artistic
stitching features.

Create designs
for specialty
machine types.

Improve efficiency.
Get the job
done faster and
more accurately.
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Elements shown above are not included with EmbroideryStudio e4 and must be purchased separately.
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OFFSETS
ADVANCED
Embolden logos, badges and other designs
with distinctive, colorful borders.
Creates automatic outlines and offset borders
Borders can be any combination of 10 object types
Multiple offsets each with its own independent
object type, color, size and more
Offsets Advanced gives you more power and creative options for
highlighting and adding outlines and offset borders to your
customer’s designs. This tool wraps borders precisely
around the shape of any closed object, group of objects,
or the entire design. In one action, you can create an
outline, and multiple offset borders, each with their
own offset, stitch effect, size and thread color.
Edit each of them individually.
Choose border object types from Run,
Triple Run, Input C (satin), Backstitch,
Motif Run, Stem Stitch, Vector,
Fusion Fill, Complex Fill (satin),
and Complex Fill (tatami).
Choose between several
different methods
of handling
overlapping
shapes for
special
cases.
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TEAM NAMES
ADVANCED
Personalize team and corporate logos quickly and efficiently.
Team Names Advanced lets you take a single design and then personalize it with
names from a list: basically the same way word processing programs handle form
letters. One file contains the logo. Another file contains the list of names. Team
Names Advanced puts them together ready for stitching. Save any layout you
create as a Team Layout: reusing a layout with different logos and lettering making
design simpler and faster. You will cut hours off production time and costs too
especially for badges and emblems. Team Names Matrix will lay out all your names
as a matrix, eliminating multiple color changes and manual frame movements on
the embroidery machine.
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AUTO
ARRANGEMENTS

CUSTOM
SPLITS

Create mirror images of any object and then position it anywhere
you like.

Add carving, embossing and other dimensional effects to your
embroidery. Creates texture and details without increasing stitch count.

Use Mirror-Merge to flip an object horizontally and vertically or mirror objects on
an axis that you draw. Mirror-Merge puts the new object on the same angle as, and
distance from, that axis. Reflection tools automatically create reflecting borders and
wrap reflections around a center point to create wreath or kaleidoscope effects.
Mirror-Merge is also a great tool for creating multiple copies of a repeating design
like a badge. Just specify the number or rows and columns, and EmbroideryStudio
e4 Designing creates them instantly.

Features included: Flexi Split, Carving Stamp, Make Lines for Stitch Effects,
			
User Defined Split.

CARVING STAMP
Adds the rich appearance
and dimension of woodcut or
embossing. Take any image or
design and quickly convert it
into a Carving Stamp. Simply
drag that stamp over any closed
object and it will appear “carved”
into the object. Carving Stamp
creates the needle penetration
pattern that gives the design
a “woodcut” effect. Once the
stamp is applied, the object
can be reshaped and edited
like any other.

SPLIT LINES
Lets you add dimension and
detail by creating a line that
splits the object—a fill pattern
for instance is repeated on both
sides of the split. Specify the
length, size and shape of your
split line. You can use multiple
split lines to add even more
dimension to the design. Split
Lines are part of the object’s
properties and is preserved
when you regenerate the object,
change stitches or close and
reopen the file.
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SPIRAL
FILLS
Create unique, flowing stitch patterns that add motion and
dimension to any closed object.
•
•
•

Fills selected shapes with spiral running stitch which matches the
outline of the shape
Adjustable start point for the spiral provides many variations
Convert to other stitch types including motif run* and sequin run**
for amazing effects

Spiral fill creates a true spiral path stitching inside any closed object. Regular
shapes like circle and rectangle give regular even spacing. Irregular shapes give
very interesting 3 dimensional effects from varying stitch spacing. Shapes can
be a mix of curves and straight segments. Specify the desired stitch length
and stitch spacing. Spiral fills automatically recalculate
the stitching when you re‑size or reshape the
fill shape. Break Apart to a running stitch
path and you can convert to other
outline stitch types in a single click.
Remarkable creative effects
are possible.
* requires Motifs Element
** requires Sequin Element

PHOTO
FLASH
Convert black and white, grayscale and color images into multi‑color
artistic stitching.
•
•
•

Converts any photographic file into a color digitized file
Automatically handles spacing
Specify row and stitch angles

Photo Flash converts any photographic file into a color digitized file, adjusting the
background to match the fabric color you’ll be stitching on. Photo Flash automatically
handles spacing (even with columns of different widths), and breaks long Satin stitches
into shorter ones to avoid the “line down the middle” effect. Specify row and stitch
angles, optimize stitch spacing, specify skew angle, determine the distribution of
needle penetrations and more.
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TRAPUNTO (Edge effects)

SHADING &
OPEN FILLS

Manage travel runs on shadings, backgrounds and
other areas where the absence of travels under the fill
is more important than exact spacing. Trapunto Effect
forces travel runs to the edge of an object so they
can’t be seen. Trapunto creates a range of effects when
used in combination with the other shading tools.

Add depth and dimension to your embroidery with
powerful shadows, shades and open fills.
Complex shadings and open fills add dimension, color and
perspective to embroidered designs. Simple menu selections
let you create a range of effects using complex combinations
of stitch patterns, spacing, angles and more.

CROSS STITCH FILL
This is a great technique for
filling large areas with low
stitch counts and is perfect for
outlines, borders and appliqué.
Control number of stitches per
inch of fabric, stitch orientation,
thread counts and more from
a single menu. Travel runs are
automatically stitched under and
along the cross stitches so they’re
not visible in the finished design.

STIPPLE FILL
Create textured fills using run
stitching that meanders randomly
within a border. Control every aspect
of the run, stitch length, spacing and
angle, loop spacing and more. Size
or reshape your Stippling run any
way you want. EmbroideryStudio
automatically adjusts the Stippling
effect even when you change the
type of run stitch.

Before

After

ACCORDIAN SPACING
Vary stitch spacing between a dense and open fill,
producing the graduated shading effect that’s timeconsuming to achieve manually. Select from one
of eight different preset effects and then adjust the
densities at both ends for the exact gradient you want.
Combine it with other stitch effects to open up even
more creative possibilities.

COLOR BLENDING
This is Accordion spacing times two.
Instead of creating the graduated effect
with one color, Color Blending does it
with two (for instance, green graduating
to blue). Use it to create perspective,
shading and other dramatic color
effects. Tell EmbroideryStudio which
stitch effect, spacing and colors you
want to use, and it blends the two
colors with a perfect stitching pattern.
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FLORENTINE EFFECTS
Florentine Effects lets you define a curved guideline of virtually any shape, and then automatically
creates a fill stitch pattern that follows that curved line—all the while maintaining uniform density
and needle penetration patterns. Apply the Florentine pattern to a single object or multiple
objects with a single click. Use a subtle shallow curve to give a natural, organic feel to otherwise
plain flat straight fills. Or use a bold curve for a more dramatic curved look.

CURVED
FILLS
Create unique, flowing stitch patterns that add motion
and dimension to any closed object.
Complex shadings and open fills add dimension, color and
perspective to embroidered designs. Simple menu selections let
you create a range of effects using complex combinations of stitch
patterns, spacing, angles and more.

CONTOUR EFFECTS
Follow the shape of an object to create
a curved, light-and-shadow effect and a
sense of movement. Select from either a
contour with stitching that curves to the
shape of the object, or one that runs in
a spiral within a circular object. Control
stitch length, variants, offsets and more.

LIQUID EFFECTS
Apply two different curves to a single object to create the effect of motion. Here, the stitches at
the top of a shape follow a different curve than those at the bottom—and they meet in the middle.
EmbroideryStudio automatically adjusts the stitching to ensure a beautiful and smooth transition
between the two curves, preserving accurate densities and needle penetration patterns.
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MOTIFS
Create and re-use patterns for runs & fills.
Once you’ve created or digitized a patterned fill you like, e.g. repeated hearts,
diamonds, etc, store it away as a Motif and use it whenever you want over and
over again.
•
•
•
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MOTIF FILL

MOTIF RUN

Motif Fills automatically repeats
the Motif in parallel rows to fill the
shape. You’re in control of scale,
spacing, stitch angle, rotation and
more. Select different Motifs for
forward and backward rows or use
dual Motifs. E.g. Overlaying and
offsetting using diamonds and stars.
Dual Motifs can be stored in a set
just like any other Motif.

Create repeating, decorative outlines
using any Motif from any Motif set.
Control rotation angle, orientation
and space. Use control points or
enter precise horizontal and vertical
dimensions from a selection menu to
control scaling. When overlaps occur
as two Motifs meet, you can remove
the overlapping element from one of
the Motifs.

CREATE MOTIF

MOTIF 3D WARP

Any pattern you create or open from
a file can be saved as a Motif. You
can create Motif sets (for instance,
diamonds or petals) and save your
Motifs to any of them—one Motif can
be copied from one set to another.

3D Warp works with Motif Fills to
create three-dimensional effects.
Shapes can be made to look
concave or convex, or can have the
perspective of distance (for instance,
to create the sense of the curvature of
a ball). A single control point lets you
adjust the shape with a simple clickand-drag. You can apply 3D Warp as
you’re working on a design, or store it
in a Motif Set.

Any pattern you create can be saved as a Motif
Create repeating, decorative outlines using any Motif set
3D Warp works with Motif Fills to create 3D effects
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MOTIF RUN
ADVANCED
Take creativity to the next level with gradient and variable size motifs.
Gradient motif run smoothly decreases the size of your motif pattern along your motif
run object creating a beautifully organic flow to your design.
Set an original motif size and then select to decrease the motif size, spacing or both.
Motif Column will morph your motif pattern to any custom shape you create with
Column A. Reshaping will instantly transform your motif to your new shape. To achieve
this effect would previously require hours of digitizing and now happens in seconds.

STRING
STITCH
Visually stunning new stitch type for added creativity.
•
•
•
•
•

Create impressive new artistic and practical stitch effects
Attach mirrors typically used in Indian fashion designs
Outline stitch type for open or closed outlines
Fill stitch type for filling closed shapes with or without holes
Use elongated stitches to fill leaf-like shapes

Create outline or filled shapes with overlapping ‘string art’ stitching
for decorative effects. This stitch is also used to attach mirror pieces
commonly known as ‘Paghadi’ in India.
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FONT
CREATOR

SINGLE
SEQUIN

Match logo type exactly or create
unique ones all your own.

Create high impact embroidery files for
single sequin machines.

•
•
•
•

•
•

Create a digitized embroidery alphabet
Convert TrueType fonts to alphabet files
Control and versatility at your fingertips
Customize the font—letter by letter or the
entire alphabet

EmbroideryStudio e4 lets you create a digitized
embroidery alphabet that matches your
customers’ corporate font or design entirely
new embroidery alphabets. It puts all the
control and versatility of a professional type
designer at your fingertips. Start with a TrueType
font or design a font from scratch. Manage
kerning and tracking. Customize the font
letter by letter or the entire alphabet for stitch
patterns, break angles, caps, overlaps, corners
and more. Edit each curve, stroke and serif
of any TrueType font until it’s exactly how you
need it. You can create different versions of a
character like a larger “C” and a kerned “w” and
then save them in your EmbroideryStudio e4
.ESA alphabet.
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•
•
•
•

EmbroideryStudio e4 digitizes ready to run sequins
Create elaborate sequin designs using a single
size/color sequin per object
Digitize sequin objects using manual, sequin run,
and sequin column fills
Control sequin placement
Take existing vector art and convert it directly
New smooth edge sequinning

EmbroideryStudio digitizes sequin designs that
are ready to run on compatible sequin dispensing
machines. Set sequin fills, outlines and drops as well
as type, color, size and hole. Set the desired spacing
(EmbroideryStudio will automatically place a sequin
at the end of a path). Control sequin placement and
fixing stitches, create fill margins, automatic borders
and more. You can even take existing vector
art and convert it directly into sequin runs or fills.
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SEQUINS
ADVANCED
The complete sequin embroidery solution for single,
twin-sequin and double twin-sequin machines.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pattern stamp twin-sequin fills
Smooth edges and variations in sequin column fills
Custom sequin shapes
Custom sequin hole positions
Custom sequin fixing stitches
Advanced sequin tools

All the features of the Single Sequins Element plus much more.
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SCHIFFLI
Create and prepare lacework and emblems precisely
and efficiently.
•
•
•

Creates files for standard and multihead machines
EmbroideryStudio e4 creates perfect repeat joins
Supports the codes for major machine types

Schiffli creates embroidery files for standard Schiffli and multihead machines.
With Schiffli, you control the design, the production and the Schiffli machine
functions. Start with any bitmap or vector art from your digitizer or from
existing files. Lacework is most often about repeated patterns. Schiffli creates
perfect repeat joins. Machine settings are handled automatically which
you can then fine tune. Optimized pattern arrangements minimize
digitizing time and disk space. EmbroideryStudio e4 supports the
codes for Laesser machines, all Plauen (T10) and Saurer (T15)
functions and direct reading and writing with Hiraoka
DAT, Saurer SAS formats and the high‑resolution
Wilcom ESS format.
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EMBROIDERYCONNECT
Enable wireless design transfer capabilities from
your EmbroideryStudio e4 software to virtually
any USB-ready embroidery machine.
Whether you use Tajima, Barudan, Happy, ZSK, Ricoma,
SWF or any other brand, this is the answer.
•
•
•
•

CHENILLE
Add chenille embroidery capabilities to a lockstitch embroidery
digitizing system.
•
•
•

Create intricate Chenille designs
Select from stitch types like run stitching or decorative
Control needle height, corners and stitch length

Enable the EmbroideryConnect Element to you
EmbroideryStudio e4 system
Configure the compatible WiFi USB Stick
Plug the stick into your embroidery machine
Add machines to your network with additional
compatible WiFi USB Sticks as you grow

Free yourself from the constraints of cables, unreliable
networks and stop wasting time walking the floor. Leave the
WiFi USB Sticks plugged into your embroidery machines,
reducing wear and tear on the machine’s USB connector.
Designs are pre-loaded into the stick’s local memory* and
are available even if the network is down. Over 1000 typical
sized embroidery designs can be stored on the WiFi USB Stick
and it takes only seconds to transfer a design from the network
to the device.
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WiFi Router:

• WLAN Protocol is
802.11g compatible,
2.4 GHz band
(Not compatible with
5 GHz band WiFi)
Security Protocols:

• WEP, WPA/WPA2,
WPA‑Enterprise.

Safe and secure! Designs are automatically deleted if the
USB Stick is unplugged from the machine.

Chenille lets you create a wealth of intricate Chenille designs. Select from a wide
set of stitch types, basic, like moss and run stitching, or decorative, like Island Coil
and Perpendicular Fills.
You can scale any design. Chenille automatically recalculates and regenerates
stitching. Control needle height, corners, stitch length, and more. Add Chenille
lettering too using EmbroideryStudio e4’s own optimized embroidery fonts
or any TrueType font.

EmbroideryStudio e4 system
requires access to a Windows
shared folder available via a
standard WiFi network.
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*WiFi USB Sticks must remain powered up to retain designs in local memory.
T&C: EmbroideryConnect is not available with EmbroideryStudio e4 Ordering,
TrueSizer and TrueSizer Pro.
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